
A very special wine is soon to hatch form this egg. No we’re not kidding you! 

2014 Field Blend, the newest member of the La Lune range is due for release later this year but for now is safe inside this 
very large, ceramic egg. This white wine was blended entirely in the field, grapes were hand harvested then whole bunch 
pressed, settled at ambient temp for 12 hours, then racked and fermented in egg and barrel using native yeast culture.  

These odd looking eggs are certainly not what you’d call a traditional storage vessel for wine but they have some very 
interesting advantages. The egg shape creates a natural convection currant inside, this allows lees to naturally circulate 
through the wine. These convection currants are an extension of biodynamics because of the natural vortex created 
inside - this is exactly what we are trying to achieve by stirring our biodynamic preparations. We believe the wine can and 
will be influenced by its surrounds due the natural vortex – like leaving an imprint on the wine. We do this with quality in 
mind, to help us make the best wine we can that is truly expressive of the terroir, grape variety and people who make it. 

A traditional oak barrel is slightly porous so a slow micro oxidation occurs which improves structure and age-ability of the 
wine and most importantly you get the influence of the oak on the wine’s character. With the egg you are letting the wine 
express itself because there is no influence of the oak. You get the combination of structural influences that come from 
barrel ferments (fermentation on less and slow oxidation) but with no side of wood. So basically it all comes down to 
enhancing mouthfeel! 

These vessels are really only just beginning to be trialled in winemaking and we are unaware of anyone else using 
ceramic eggs (others are concrete or oak). These are also a very sustainable method compared with wine barrels 
because they can be cleaned and reused many, many times. These eggs are perfect for playing around with small 
parcels of fruit to produce some small batch, interesting wine styles. 

Stay tuned for release details of the 2014 Field Blend. Crew Mates club members will be the first to know. 
A real sense of origin is expressed in this wine. In terms of flavour and character this wine is not defined
by grape varietal nor specific block within the vineyard but instead encapsulates the myriad of soils, soils and varietals 
found on the Cape Jaffa farm. We can’t wait for you to try it!
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FIVE STAR WINERY - JAMES HALLIDAY’S WINE COMPANION 2015
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